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Attention:
Foreign AFFAirsLegisLAtive Aide

To: Foreign Affairs Legislative Aide
From: Aram Hamparian, Executive Director
Date: January 23, 2007

Re: Armenian Genocide Resolution

As you know, Hrant Dink, editor of the “Agos” newspaper, was gunned down outside
his office in Istanbul on January 19th - sparking worldwide protests and renewed
scrutiny of Turkey’s repression of free speech and campaign of Genocide denial.

Today, as supporters of freedom of expressions around the world mourn his
assassination, we ask you to please redouble your efforts to help end the Turkish
government’s hateful campaign to deny this crime against humanity.

If you have not already, please join today with over 125 of your colleagues in
cosponsoring the Armenian Genocide Resolution.  This legislation will be exactly the
same as H.Res.316 in the 109th Congress, which had 160 cosponsors and was
approved 40 to 7 in the International Relations Committee.

Contacts: Tim Bergreen (Rep. Schiff)
(202) 225-4176
Timothy.Bergreen@mail.house.gov

Chris Herdon (Rep. Radanovich)
(202) 225-4540
Chris.Herndon@mail.house.gov



The Hrant Dink Assassination

Hrant Dink, a leading Armenian journalist, was murdered in Istanbul on January 19, 2007,
amid a growing - and increasingly virulent - tide of Turkish government pressure to silence
his writings on the Armenian Genocide.

1) Turkey continues to fuel anti-Armenian hatred

Hrant Dink’s murder is tragic proof that the Turkish government - through its threats and
violence - continues to fuel the same hatred and intolerance that led to the Armenian
Genocide more than 90 years ago.

2) Not an isolated act

Hrant Dink’s murder is not an isolated act, as Turkish leaders have described it in
disingenuous expressions of regret, but rather the direct result of the Turkish
government’s official - and increasingly aggressive - policy of Armenian Genocide
denial.

3)  State Department complicity perpetuates Turkey’s denial

The Turkish government is able to maintain its denial - against all evidence and the tide
of international opinion - in large part due to the State Department’s refusal to speak
with moral clarity about the Armenian Genocide:

— The State Department remained almost entirely silent on Turkey’s prosecution -
and persecution - of Hrant Dink.

— The State Department is trying to block the Armenian Genocide Resolution.

— The State Department fired a U.S. ambassador, John Evans, for speaking
the truth about this crime, and is now seeking to send a new ambassador
to Armenia, despite his record of having denied the Armenian Genocide.

4)  A call to action

This terrible act of brutality underscores the pressing need for the United States to fully
recognize the Armenian Genocide - through Executive branch action and the adoption by
the Congress of the Armenian Genocide Resolution.
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